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Some relations among volume, intrinsic perimeter
and one-dimensional restrictions of BV functions

in Carnot groups

Francescopaolo Montefalcone

Abstract. Let G be a k-step Carnot group. The first aim of this paper is to show
an interplay between volume and G-perimeter, using one-dimensional horizontal
slicing. What we prove is a kind of Fubini theorem for G-regular submanifolds of
codimension one. We then give some applications of this result: slicing of BVG

functions, integral geometric formulae for volume and G-perimeter and, making
use of a suitable notion of convexity, called G-convexity, we state a Cauchy type
formula for G-convex sets. Finally, in the last section we prove a sub-Riemannian
Santaló formula showing some related applications. In particular we find two
lower bounds for the first eigenvalue of the Dirichlet problem for the Carnot sub-
Laplacian �G on smooth domains.
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1. Introduction

In the last few years many efforts have been produced to develop a Geomet-
ric Measure Theory in very general metric spaces along the lines originally
suggested in Federer’s book [31]. In many respects, deep contributions to this
program have been carried out, with different approaches, by De Giorgi [27, 28,
29], Gromov [45, 46], Preiss & Tisěr [67], David & Semmes [24], Cheeger [17],
Ambrosio & Kirchheim [3, 4], and Montgomery [61], just to mention some ex-
amples. Moreover, progresses in these areas is somehow connected with the
contemporary development of a theory of Sobolev spaces in abstract metric
settings that culminated in the paper [48].

Geometries associated with a family of vector fields and Carnot Carathéodory
spaces are the main models of these investigations. On this subject there is a
wide literature and we shall refer the reader to [10, 14, 22, 34, 35, 37, 42, 51,
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